Lithium stimulates gene expression through the AP-1 transcription factor pathway.
Lithium, a monovalent cation, is the mainstay in the treatment of manic-depressive (MDI) illness, but despite extensive research, its mechanism of action remains to be elucidated. Since lithium requires chronic administration for therapeutic efficacy, and because its beneficial effects last well beyond its discontinuation, it has been postulated that lithium may exert major effects at the genomic level. In the present study we found that lithium, at therapeutically relevant concentrations, increases AP-1 DNA binding activity in human SH-SY5Y cells and rat C6 glioma cells. Additionally, in both SY5Y and C6 cells transiently transfected with a reporter gene vector driven by an SV40 promoter, lithium increased the activity of the reporter gene in a time- and concentration-dependent manner. Furthermore, mutations in the AP-1 sites of the reporter gene promoter significantly attenuated lithium's effects. These data indicate that lithium stimulates gene expression through the AP-1 transcription factor pathway, effects which may play a role in its long-term mood-stabilizing effects.